
Stash  
and Carry
Pack up your keys,  
headphones, cords, spare 
change, and other  
necessary odds and  
ends in these pretty  
little no-sew pouches. 
Constructed from  
durable microsuede—
available at fabric  
and crafts stores—they 
look luxe but stand  
up to daily use. The best  
part? They are, quite  
literally, a cinch to make.
PHOTOGRAPHS BY PHILIP FICKS

Make sure you 
choose a button 

with holes  
big enough to 
accommodate  

a leather cord.

Fabric-covered 
chipboard gives 

each pouch  
a sturdy base, 
and an ordinary 
hair elastic 

holds chargers 
and cords in 

place.
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Supplies

Microsuede
Chipboard 
(available at 
crafts stores)
Cutting mat
Screw punch
Spray adhesive 
(such as  
Super 77)
Leather cord  
(15 inches for  
small pouch;  
30 inches for 
large) 
Two-hole button
Hair elastic

Sources
Ultrasuede, from 
$60 a yd., bandj 
fabrics.com. 
Screw punch, by 
Martha Stewart 
Crafts, $25,  
michaels.com.  
Leather cord,  
2 mm, in Pink #16, 
$2 a yd., mjtrim 
.com. 

HOW-TO 

1. Print templates for the pouch size 
you’d like to make (at marthastewart 

.com/pouches; each size requires  
3 templates). With a pencil, trace each 
template onto microsuede and  
cut out. Trace template 3 again, but 
this time onto chipboard; cut out. 
Working on mat, lay template 1 on 
top of fabric cut from that template; 
use screw punch to make holes in 
fabric as indicated.

2. Working in a well-ventilated area, 
spray adhesive onto one side of  
fabric cut from template 2, then place  
chipboard in its center. Fold tabs  
over perimeter of chipboard, as shown. 
Spray adhesive onto one side of  
fabric made from template 3 and 
place to cover exposed chipboard. 

3. String leather cord through holes 
created in step 1, all the way around. 
Slide each end of cord through its 
own hole in button and tie a knot  
at each end. If pouch will store cords  
or jewelry, slide hair elastic onto  
fabric-covered chipboard piece be-
fore placing it in center of fabric piece 
1. Pull cord to cinch pouch closed.

Sensible yet sumptuous, 
man-made microsuede 
(commonly found under 
the brand name Ultra-
suede) is as mysterious 
as it is versatile. Here’s 
the lowdown on this 
high-tech fabric.

What is it? Microsuede 
is a polyester material 
composed of fibers  
so microscopically thin 
that they mimic the 
rich look and soft feel 
of suede. 

Why doesn’t it fray? 
Much like felt, micro-
suede is made of fibers 
that have been agi- 
tated (curled or ironed), 
causing them to inter-
lock into a cohesive 
material. Because it isn’t 
woven, it doesn’t need 
to be hemmed when cut.

How do I clean it?  
The fabric is machine-
washable. But with 
crafted items, such as 
the pouches here,  
it’s best to spot-rub it 
gently with a damp 
cloth. Always air-dry 
microsuede. You can 
also dry-clean micro-
suede clothes.

Where can I buy it? 
Find inexpensive  
options at Joann Fabrics 
($13 a yard, joann.com), 
or shop the rainbow of 
Ultrasuede available at 
B&J Fabrics (from $60 a 
yard, bandjfabrics.com).
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MAKING THE ROUNDS
No needle and thread  
necessary! A leather cord is 
simply threaded through 
holes along the perimeter  
of the cut-and-punched  
microsuede. The button is  
attached with plain knots.

Use a three-
millimeter tip 
on the screw 

punch to ensure 
that the cord 

fits through the 
holes.

Notched tabs  
make it easy to pull  
the fabric taut  

around the circular 
surface.

A half- 
yard of 48- 
inch-wide 
microsuede 
creates six 
small or 

three large 
pouches.
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